
Reel Catalog
Hose, cord and cable reels
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Reelcraft’s reels are better by design because 
of their lasting commitment to excellence. Their 
engineering team is well known for designing 
durable, high quality products. Their standard 

features include durable, corrosion-resistant 
powder coat paint, multi-position guide arms 
for versatile mounting options, and heavy-duty, 
reinforced steel stampings for increased 

strength. Their reels are permanently factory-
lubricated for a long, trouble-free service life. 
All of these features, and many more, add up 
to make “The Reelcraft Difference.” 

The steel-stamped guide 
arm is reinforced to reduce 
bending due to angular pull. 

The elongated brass connector and 
proprietary adhesion process provide
a better crimp to the hose. 

Their full-flow design combines the highest 
grade seal design with supporting bearing
surfaces to ensure the longest possible life. 

Steel components are individually powder 
coated to virtually eliminate corrosion.  

Field-proven swivel assures long service life. 

Drive mechanism is enclosed for 
protection against the environment. 
Declutching arbor virtually eliminates 
possibility of spring damage due to 
reverse winding of reel spool.

Wide profile combined with 
special spring assures
maximum service life. 

Welded heavy gauge steel 
frame includes a robotically 
welded base with stiffening 
ribs for lighter weight, yet 
stronger components for ease
of handling and installation. 

Attaches to most structurally 
sound surfaces. Edges are
curved for safety. 

Their components undergo a special five-
stage cleaning process and are individually 
powder coated for the highest quality paint 
adhesion. Excess powder is reclaimed to 
be environmentally friendly. 

Shown: 7850 OLP 

AH-1115

High quality PVC hose 
is specially blended for 
use on reels.  

Swivel and hose inlet 
connections seal 
against leaks. 

Multiple guide arm  
positions provide    
versatile uses and  
easier field adjustment. 

Fewer components 

Long Life Drive Spring

Robust Latch

Structural Strength

Easy to Mount

Finish with Quality

Long Service Life

Corrosion-Resistant

Stress-Free Swivel

Improved Connection

Reinforced Steel

Kinkless Hose

Sealed Connection
Points

Adustable Guide
Arm

Trouble Free
Performance


